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Dear Dr. Karrittj

In accordance with a recent oral request received
by ftataon K» fc;onroe fro» F., K» Thnrlww, of 7/onr office, 
a report "Sxperiiasntal t>rlllin(r In Chattanooga Shalt" 
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for your inforaation and fllas.

Aa indicated in the report, experience to date in 
drilling ths Chattanooga ehale haa shown that incraaaing 
th« hole aiaa to 3 ir-ch*»e r«?axiLt«d in better corea and 
batter core recoveries than Tssra obtained with the "SM 
and «Idt» holes.
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Information on which specifications were orlpinally drawn for drilling 
the Chattanooga shale was obtained largely from the TVA, whose geologists 
and drillers laid great stress on the difficulties of maintaining circulation 
in their holes. They stated that the shale itself was not particularly 
difficult to core, the trouble being in the overburden. They did not use 
deep casing, depending on cementing to hold the holes open. On this basis, 
the Survey's specifications called for mid casing only, it being assumed 
that solid rock would be encountered at relatively shallow dapths. This 
belief was borne out by examination of such road cuts and other exposures as 
were available.

The first hole drilled by the Survey LC-101, seemed to bear out the 
TVA's experience in that the hole struck an underground stream which could 
not ba entirely blocked off. However, there was sorae water raturn, and the 
hole could probably have been cored if the drillers had not lost a bit 
which they could not recover. The second hole, LC-102, was on a saddle 
in a long ridge and encountered no circulation troubles other than a slight 
tendency to lose water along bedding planes, which was overcome by drilling 
with heavy end and by cementing at one point. Hole LC-103, on the plateau 
several miles from any outcrop, showed the same drilling characteristics. 
In all these holes a tendency to cave was noted in the top 60 to #0 feet, 
but the heavy drilling mud made it possible to obtain fairly good cores.

The next two holes, however - LC-104 in a creek bottom, and LC 105 on 
the plateau, rave so much trouble from caving that even cementing was 
ineffective. Sor« core was obtained from LC-104, but it was unsatisfactory 
and in attempting to clean LO 105 preraratory to coring, a bit was twisted 
off and the hole lost by the contractor. It is now being redrilled.

Experience on these first holes showed:
* »

1. Solid rock, instead of '">eing near the surface, is from 60 to 80 2 
feet deepj this top 60 to 80 foet being composed of broken chert, soil, «- 
and some solid ledges of cherty limestone. (Fort Payne formation)

2. Circulation difficulties, such as cavities, etc., are not as serious 
as the TVA's experience indicated. The explanation probably is that the 
TVA drilled mostly in stream bottoms (particularly at the Great Falls dam, 
for grouting purposes), whereas the Survey's holes are mostly on high land.

3. Drilling with heavy mud, and cementing at weak places in the holes, 
will maintain circulation and ke<p the hole open fairly well in about half 
the holes drillodj but even in these some material invariably fell into 
the hole from the broken material near the top, resulting in damage to core 
bits, and adding to the difficulty of coring, in general.

Considering the o servatione above, it was decided that most of the 
circulation difficulties would be met in the top 60 to SO feet of the hole, 
and that the only dependable way to keep that part open was by casing. 
Any cavities that exist in the solid Fort Payne are probably small, and can 
be held he cementing. For this reasonj a.,ohanjjejLn the contract calling 
for deep casing was reqiiested.
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It can be seen that all drilling done so far has be??n in a measure -   * 
experimental, the two problems to be sabred being (l) keeping the hole 
open and (2) the actual coring. The first apoears to be well in hand, 
the principal difficulty being the slowness of the drilling due to the hard 
Fort Payne, and the difficulty of the cor tractor in keeping sufficient bite 
on hand. The coring itself will now be discussed.

The Chattanooga shale is relatively soft, but on the other hand is 
extremely tough and broken by numerous joints which give much trouble. 
Cores from LC-102 and LC-103 showed more than 90 percent recovery and were 
adequate for sampling purposes, though not for stratigraphic information. 
Few pieces were more than half a foot long, and much of the core was in the 
form of disks much like poker chips. In view of this condition, another check 
was made with the TVA, and it was found that the shale which had cored was 
the Athens shale, which is much more calcareous than the Chattanooga) and 
that at the one point they tried to core the Chattanooga (New Johnsonville) 
they failed completely and gave up the attempt, attributing their failure to 
a combination of difficulty in keepi"*: the holes clean, and the brittleness 
of the shale itself. Following this conference, anti the loss by the contractor 
of hole LC-105, the drill was taken to Wrights Bend in Caney Fork River 
bottom for coring experiments. It rhntild be said that it was desired to 
drill that locality two months before it was done, but the condition of the 
trsil to the bottom was such that it could not be used until the ground dried.

Four holes were drilled at Wrights Bend, the surface there being within 
a few feet of the top of the Chattanooga. It was expected that the shale 
would be in bad condition; it was more weathered than anticipated. In addition, 
a brecciated zone about 3 feet thick was encountered at the bottom, which was 
not recovered. The first hole, LG-108, wae drilled with heavy mud and cemented. 
After 8.9 fe°t had been cored with a 3-inch barrel with a recovery of 6.9, 
the hole caved and was abandoned. The second hole, LG-108-A, was cased to 
23 feet, fishtailed to 25.5 feet, and cored to the underlying limestone at 
3A»3. Thus 8.8 feet were cored, recovery being 5.8 feetj but the bottom run 
of 2.5 feet, in the brecciated zone was lost completely, so the recovery for 
the uoper part was 5.8 out of 6.3 which, considering the wgathered condition 
of the shale, was better than hoped for. Hole LC-108-AA was then drilled at 
an elevation 5 feet higher than LC-108-A, cased to 23 feet, and cored for 
8.3 with a recovery of 6.8 feet.

Hole LC-108-B was then drilled alongside LC-108-AA, cased to 23 feet, 
and cored with an "Nn (2-inch) core bar > «!. Of the 15.5 feet cored, recovery was 
only 3.7 feet, or 24 percent, this despite the fact that the bit and lifter 
used on this hole were better adapted for the work than those on the 3-inch 
barrel.

Experience with the 108-series holes confirmed opinions which had been 
formed during earlier drilling) that because of tho brittleness of the shale, 
and its numerous bedding planes and joints, both core recovery and the condition 
of the core improved with its size. Previously, holes LH-102 and LC-103, cored 
with "NX" (2 1/8") bits, gave fair recovery, whereas holes LC-104 and LC-108&B 
cored with 2-inch bits, were distinctly unsatisfactory. This comparison is 
not entirely accurate, because the shale in the two last-named holes was more 
weathered than that in the first two; but in any event it was plain to anyone 
who examined the cores fchat the 1/8" difference between the "N" and the "NX" 
sizes made a remarkable difference in recovery and in core condition. When



the size was increased to 3 inches recover"- was alxsut the same as in the 
"NX" holes, but the core was in much longer pieces and in far better 
condition generally. This in spite of the fact that the 3-inch cores were 
taken in weathered rock, and that both the bit and the core-lifters used 
were not of the best type. They have been improved and future results 
should be much better.

Another feature which should help recovery is based on observations 
in the lO^series of holes. On the drill in use here, the water pump is 
geared to the drilling speed. As core bits should be run rapidly, this 
means that a large amount of water runs through the barrel during coring. 
Undoubtedly this heavy water pressure breaks up the core to some extent. 
Therefore, a separate pump transmission is being installed on the drill, 
which will make it pos ible to run coring bits at hir'h speed but with low 
water pressure.

The request for a change from "N" or "NX" cor^s to 3-inch was rade on 
the basis of the experience outlined above, which showed that the larger 
size gave considerably better recovery, and far better cores generallyj 
they also give more than twice as much material for sampling purposes. 
The larger holes are a necessity if the nominal 3-inch core barrel is 
usedj and the casing is the only met'.od which holds promise of keeping 
the holes clean. If the holes can be kept clean, it will be possible 
to use diamond bits, which have been avoided so far because of the loose 
material falling into the bottom of the hole. However, hard-faced bite can 
take satisfactory cores in this material if handled properly.
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